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Personalizing Task Design

The learner engages with relevant and worthy inquiries 
that are interesting and/or emotionally gripping.

The learner engages in an active, intentional cycle with 
clear goals and right sized actionable steps. 

The learner engages in social and collaborative 
opportunities that grow expertise.



1. The learner 
engages with 
relevant and 
worthy inquiries 
that are 
interesting and/or 
emotionally 
gripping.
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Consider… 
+1 What theme or topic could I add that is not 
currently offered and that would incorporate 
big understandings?

— What theme or topic could I expand, getting 
it out of its niche so that it speaks more broadly 
to learners' lives?

÷ What theme or topic could I shrink 
significantly to make room for number 1 and 2?

- David Perkins



Inspired by 
Standards

Inspired by Contemporary 
Challenges

Inspired by 
Big Ideas

• Civics and government: Roles 
and responsibilities of the 
government and the governed

• Statistics: Proportional 
reasoning to seek out 
inequalities, calculate fair 
share

• Ecosystems: How biotic 
members and abiotic factors 
work to maintain balance

• Argument: The act of 
persuading someone and the 
role of integrity

• Immigration and 
Refugee Crisis

• Life on Mars
• Terrorism, security, and 

living a “normal” life
• Voting
• Innovation — the next 

big thing that 
transforms how we live 
(e.g., personal genome 
sequencing, virtual 
reality, self-driving cars)

• Freedom — what does it mean, 
what does it look like (freedom 
from, freedom to…)

• What makes it work/run — e.g., 
car, government, family

• Energy is power — types of 
energy, connection between 
energy and government

• Heroes and villains — in 
literature, film, life and impact 
on others … hate and love are 
powerful forces
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2. The learner engages in an active, 
intentional cycle with clear goals and right 
sized actionable steps. 
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Extended Cycle of Expertise adapted from Gee 
(2008) cited in Alcock (2014). 



Worthy goals

•Accessible 
language
•Challenging 
• Integration of 

content and 
dispositions



Example —
Middle 
School 
Science

I can use conversation norms in small 
groups to begin the process of 
developing a model for heredity.

I can filter which questions are 
relevant and formulate new 
questions that need to be answered 
prior to creating a model of how 
heredity works.
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Getting comfortable 
with the “F” word
Failure is a natural part of 
learning

Feedback is key to further the 
learning

Deliberate focus on the parts 
that are difficult



3. The learner engages in 
social and collaborative 
opportunities that grow 
expertise. 
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Contemporary Students…

Previous Generations Generation Z/α
Verbal Visual

Sit and Listen Try and See
Teacher Facilitator

Job Security Flexibility
Commanding Collaborating

Curriculum-Centered Learner-Centered
Closed Book Exams Open Book World

Books and Paper Glass and Devices



Reflective Questions

What decisions are my students currently making? Are my 
students’ receivers or explorers?

Are students interested in the problems they are solving / projects 
they are doing? 

What degree of authenticity does the classroom / student work 
have?

How do I promote student decision-making in the exploration and 
evaluation of learning?
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Attributes to Personalize
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Design Challenge — What is a compelling 
challenge you want your learners to tackle?
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TEACHER GENERATED: 
• Teacher provides essential question, issue, or 

problem
• Student explores and develops to address, 

investigate, and/or create 



Sample: Teacher Generated
Geometry (Middle School)
You are hired by the U.S. Postal Service to create a design for 
the holiday season of a rectangular cardboard box. The U.S. 
Postal Service wants to know how much a box will hold and 
how much a box will cost to make and ship. 
The figures they gave you estimate that the box’s contents 
will weigh two ounces per cubic inch and that the cost to 
manufacture a box will be three cents per square inch. 
Create a design proposal that shows what it will cost to 
make a box big enough to hold a pair of your shoes and how 
heavy it will be when filled for shipment.
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Sample: Teacher Generated
World Geography Course
• Design of a tour of the world’s most holy sites

• Provide a briefing on the AIDS crisis in Africa and how 
American policy has helped as well as hurt the situation

• Take part in a model UN on the issue of terrorism: you will 
be part of a group of 2-3, representing a country, and you 
will try to pass a Security Council resolution

• Russia — friend or foe? Provide the Foreign Relations 
Committee with a briefing on the current state of Russia, 
the last century of American-Russian relations, and future 
worries and possibilities
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Ideas to shift slider toward Co-Created…
- Focus on having students practice Habit of Questioning 

and Problem Posing
- Model use of process (e.g., PBL, Design Thinking) and 

begin to invite students to the design table 





Sample: Co-Created
Health (High School)
You are desperately worried about _____________ (disease, 
mental illness, condition, drug use) because it affects you or 
someone you care about and you want to figure out:
- How serious it is
- What you can do to reverse damage, cope, and/or take 

action
Research the worry and develop an annotated bibliography 
identifying valid and reliable sources. In addition have a 1:1 
conversation with a trusted member of the high school staff 
(e.g., nurse, guidance counselor, coach, social worker, me)
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CO-CREATED: 
• Teacher identifies essential question, frames 

significance of an issue or problem
• Within that frame, student explores and designs 

inquiry, issue, idea that matters to them 



Ideas to shift slider toward Student Generated…
- Students use process (e.g., QFT, Design Thinking) to navigate 

task
- Students seek out information and ideas from experts to 

deepen and expand thinking





Sample: Student Generated 
Stump Speech (Grades 5-12; course or interdisciplinary)

Take a stand on a position that matters. Given the 
content/theme we have explored, persuade an audience 

in written, visual, and/or multi-media form.

Key Criteria:
• Clear understanding of the topic
• Frames the problem or challenge in accessible language
• Illustrates urgency and/or action for audience



Sample: Student Generated 
Infographics in Chemistry

Submit an infographic for the BioenergizeMe Department 
of Energy on a topic of your choosing that demonstrates 

your knowledge of Chemistry. Inspiration: 
http://www.compoundchem.com/infographics/

Key Criteria:
•Clear understanding of the topic
•Uses the genre of an infographic to tell a story
• Illustrates urgency and/or action for audience

http://www.compoundchem.com/infographics/
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Sample: Teacher Generated
World Geography Course
• Design of a tour of the world’s most holy sites

• Provide a briefing on the AIDS crisis in Africa and how 
American policy has helped as well as hurt the situation

• Take part in a model UN on the issue of terrorism: you will 
be part of a group of 2-3, representing a country, and you 
will try to pass a Security Council resolution

• Russia — friend or foe? Provide the Foreign Relations 
Committee with a briefing on the current state of Russia, 
the last century of American-Russian relations, and future 
worries and possibilities
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Sample: Teacher Generated
Geometry (Middle School)
You are hired by the U.S. Postal Service to create a design for 
the holiday season of a rectangular cardboard box. The U.S. 
Postal Service wants to know how much a box will hold and 
how much a box will cost to make and ship. 
The figures they gave you estimate that the box’s contents 
will weigh two ounces per cubic inch and that the cost to 
manufacture a box will be three cents per square inch. 
Create a design proposal that shows what it will cost to 
make a box big enough to hold a pair of your shoes and how 
heavy it will be when filled for shipment.
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Teacher identifies an 
authentic form to 
demonstrate learning for 
simulated audience
• Infographic
• Photo Essay
• Justification of a Solution
• Business Plan

Ideas to shift slider toward Co-Created…
- Students examine authentic examples 

to identify models
- Students seek out feedback and make 

revisions based on criteria
- Students publish their work
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Sample: Co-Created
English (inspired by Odyssey)

Obstacles of mythic proportions. Who are your Sirens? Who is 
your Cyclops? Using the obstacles encountered throughout the 

epic journey in the Odyssey, students produce a text (e.g.,
personal narrative, short story, scripted dialogue) that illustrates 

the same metaphors in their own lives.

Key Criteria:
• Extension of hero archetype into personal life
• Provides insight into behavior, action, and/or world view
•Use of compelling language and imagery to connect with 

audience
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CO-CREATED: Teacher 
identifies authentic form(s) 
to demonstrate learning 
for target audience
• Persuasive
• Informative
• Justification of 

prediction, solution
• Creation

Ideas to shift slider toward Student 
Generated…
- Students examine authentic examples 

and consider key criteria to identify 
form selection

- Students seek out feedback from target 
audience and make revisions
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Sample: Student Generated
Interdisciplinary Example — Math, Visual Arts
Collaborate to develop and execute an idea that will 
contribute to the aesthetic beauty and health of a place or 
community. This development process includes: 
• survey of the area/neighborhood to determine current 

condition
• interview people who use the space to find out their 

concerns and ideas
• propose and get approval for the project
• develop a plan of action and complete the task



Looking Back…
• When do I provide choices to 

demonstrate learning?
• How do I go about describing and 

supporting those choices?
• When have I used an audience 

(outside of me) to listen and 
provide feedback to the learners’ 
work?
• How did the learners receive that 

feedback?

Looking Forward…
• Where might be good places to 

provide choices to extend those 
choices?
• How might I/we seek out people 

who might be interested in 
providing feedback?
• What support might I need to 

provide for the audience?
• What support might I need to 

provide for the learners?
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Design Time

Taking Action
• Download the Word Document 

“Personalizing Task Design”
• Design
• Be prepared to share ideas with a 

partner

Key Criteria to Keep in Mind
• novel challenge, problem, scenario
• complexity that necessitates 

students to think strategically, 
rework, reexamine
• measures desired results 

(standards, key knowledge and 
skill, understanding)
• opportunity to frame challenge, 

problem, question or idea
• authenticity of audience and form



Sharing insights, 
ideas and actions



Staying connected

•Website: allisonzmuda.com
• Email: 

allison@allisonzmuda.com
• Twitter: @allison_zmuda
• Link to books: Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_c_2_13?url=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords=allison+zmuda&sprefix=allison+zmuda,aps,144&crid=ZRU8PPUK6UJ0

